
Physics 2c  Lecture 17 

Recap: 
Shock Waves 

Optics: 
Reflection & Refraction 

(Chapter 35) 
 

In Chapter 35, we will use rays 
to describe waves! 



u > v => shock wave 

Mach angle =  
arcsin( v/u ) 

or 
sin(Mach angle) = v/u 



Reflection: Why do not all surfaces 
reflect perfectly? 

Incoming angle = Outgoing angle 



Corner reflectors & Earth-moon distance 

Goal: Measure earth & moon distance to millimeter precision! 
 
How:  
Send laser pulses to reflectors on the moon. 
Observe the reflected laser light. 
Measure the round trip time. 
 
Requirement:  
Have reflectors on the moon that send light back 
to where it came from! 
 



Reflectors on the moon 

For more see: 
http://physics.ucsd.edu/~tmurphy/ 

http://www.ucsd.tv/search-details.aspx?showID=20010 



Geometry of Mirrors 

90 degree angle between mirrors  
guarantees anti-parallel reflection 



Other apps of same principle: 

●  Reflectors on bicycles 
●  Plastic housing of car break lights 
●  Reflective coatings 
●  Etc. etc. etc. 

Basically most things that reflect at night 
when you shine light at them work 

according to this principle !!! 



Refraction 

Refraction occurs whenever 
a wave propagates through 
a boundary between two media 
that have differing wave speeds. 
 
Snell's law: 

! 

n1 sin"1 = n2 sin"2
X 



Derivation of 
Snell’s law 

sin!1 =
"1
x
=
v1 !T
x

sin!2 =
"2
x
=
v2 !T
x

sin!1
sin!2

=
v1
v2



Definition of index of refraction 

! 

n =
c
v

Snell’s law then becomes: 

! 

n1 sin"1 = n2 sin"2



Total Internal Reflection 

n2 

n1 

! 

sin"c =
n2
n1

! 

n1 > n2assuming 



Little puzzle 

Which is the incident beam ? 

1 

2 

3 

4 



Little puzzle 

Which is the incident beam ? 4 

1 

2 

3 

4 

reflected 

refracted 



Dispersion 

Refractive index depends on wavelength. 
=> angle deflection depends on wavelength. 



Example Applications 

Parallel rays 

CD player 



Parallel Rays 

! 

n1 sin"1 = n2 sin"2
"2 = "3
n2 sin"3 = n1 sin"4
# sin"1 = sin"4



CD player design 

Incident beam: D >> dust 
feature size: d << dust 



Going through the example: 

  

! 

n1 "1;n2 =1.55;#1 = 27!;
D = 737µm;t =1200µm

tan#2 =
x
t

d = D$ 2x

d = D$ 2t % tan sin$1 n1 sin#1
n2
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Lot’s of examples … 

●  This is a topic rich with reasonably 
straightforward examples. 
–  Take a look at suggested homework. 
–  Take a look at practice quiz online. 



Quiz 6 next Thursday, May 16th 
covers everything up to here! 

This includes shockwaves as well as Optics from chapter 35. 
See practice quiz for examples.  


